THE HOUSE

We wish you welcome to our Domain, a real small manor house of the XVIIth century...
We are centered in a 5 hectare park, with a very nice landscape garden of 5000 M2 which
surround the house. All dedicated to serenity and to tranquility.

An elegant tower, balusters, pediments, marble fireplaces, magnificent whole floor with
parquet, woodwork, a hall of splendor with a huge elm staircase of the XVIIIth century...
Despite of these small signs of richness, this house has kept its conviviality; all rooms have
generous dimension but not an ostentatious size.
All people who know “La Vivarié” will describe this place as a small paradise... A timeless
journey, a particular atmosphere, an unexpected break in our tremendous life.

The history of this house and its passed owners are still for us a mystery.
This house was built in the XVIIth century; it was probably the property of a noble family.
It was sold to a bourgeois, a general of the army, a rich trader or a landowner who has
undertaken renovations and improvements to this house after a fire incident.
Today, our house still bears the traces of its past.

Through these few pictures, we invite you to discover our house and to penetrate into our
domain.

A wrought iron gate opens on to a shady passageway leading to the entrance of the main
house.

The purple wisteria is flowered from the middle of April to the end of May; it recovers the
entire facade of the house and embalms us of its delicate and sweet flavor.

When you entered the house, you will be surprised by the size of entrance hallway.
In the ground floor, you will find the main rooms.
A huge staircase made with Elm in the XVIIth century allows you to reach the first floor
where all rooms are located.

On your right, you will find the living room. With a warm and friendly atmosphere,

You could rest or have a drink around the fire place.

On your left, the Dining room for Table d’hôte or for breakfast.

